Abstract-In grid environment, jobs may be scheduled to multiple machines across different administrative domains. However, grid security is a main hurdle to make the job scheduling decision secure, reliable and fault tolerant. A security-aware parallel and independent job scheduling algorithm in grid computing environment based on adaptive job replications was proposed. In risky and failure-prone grids, it is robust due to its adaptive job replications and rescheduling mechanism. Simulation results generated based on the SimGrid package show that a higher scheduling success of 97% rate and higher grid resource utilization of 74% can be achieved. The performance of our algorithm is better than non-security-aware scheduling algorithms based on fixed-number job replications and it is fault tolerant and scalable.
INTRODUCTION
In a large-scale grid [1] , distributed resources belong to different administrative domains. Job executions are usually carried out between many virtual organizations in business applications or scientific applications for faster execution or remote interaction. However, grid security is a main hurdle to make the job scheduling secure, reliable and fault tolerant. If a host in the grid is under attack or malicious usage, its resources may not be accessible from remote sites. Thus, the jobs scheduled to that host may be delayed or failed because of the system infections or crashes.
Many algorithms have been developed for scheduling jobs in grids [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Unfortunately, most of the existing proposed scheduling algorithms had ignored the grid security while scheduling jobs onto geographically distributed grid sites with a handful of exceptions [3, 9, 10] . In a real life scenario, security threats always exist and the jobs are subject to failures or delays caused by infected hardware, software vulnerability, and distrusted security policy [3] . Consequently, the assumption that the grid environments are safe and the resources are 100% reliable is no longer applicable for job scheduling in real grids.
Furthermore, the jobs scheduled to the grid sites are subject to failure easier than in a centrally controlled or locally controlled environment because of the dynamicity of grids [11] . The failure rate grows higher when the scale of the grid becomes larger. The whole application will fail due to some key tasks or sites failures. This is not acceptable for some small granularity, large scale and long running grid applications. Job replications are commonly used to provide fault tolerant scheduling in grids. However, existing job replication algorithms use a fixed-number replication [3, 4] . This causes two problems: (1) The algorithms utilize excessive hosts or resources when system security level is high, which makes the makespan and average waiting time of jobs rather longer; (2) The algorithms can't provide sufficient fault tolerance when grid security level fluctuates in risky and failure-prone environments. Consequently, the mapping of tasks onto grid sites must be adaptive and fault tolerant because of the dynamicity of the grids.
In this paper, we have tackled the secure job scheduling in grids by developing security-driven and fault tolerant strategies and offered a job scheduling algorithm for use under failure-prone and risky conditions. We design a security-driven and fault tolerant scheduling strategy based on adaptive job replication. We then compare the proposed algorithm with existing heuristics based on fixed-number job replications and other trust-driven algorithms. Simulation results show that security assurance performance could be achieved, if we integrate the security-driven and fault tolerant features into job scheduling algorithms in grids.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief review of related work. In Section 3, we present a trust model and specify the scheduling strategies based on adaptive job replication. In Section 4, we describe our new security-driven and fault tolerant job scheduling algorithm. We present extensive simulation results and compare the relative performance and scalability of the proposed scheduling algorithm in Section 5. Finally, we summarize the contributions and make some remarks on further research in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
First, we review related work on security-driven and fault tolerant job scheduling in grids. Security is a notion associated with the assurance of secure computing services by grid sites, whereas trust is reflected by the behavior of resources sites [3] . In this paper, we consider both the security demand of user jobs and the trust level of grid sites. We focus on how to evaluate the trust level of grid sites and how they affect the successful execution of user jobs. Dogana et al [2] addressed the problem of scheduling a set of independent tasks with multiple QoS needs, such as timeliness, reliability, security, data accuracy, and priority, in a Heterogeneous Computing system using utility and penalty functions. Abawajy [4] presented a Distributed Fault-Tolerant Scheduling (DFTS) to provide fault tolerance for job execution in a grid environment. Their algorithm uses fixed-number job replications at multiple sites to guarantee successful job executions. In this paper, we use an adaptive replication scheme such that the number of replications can change with the security level of the grid environment.
In security-driven job scheduling, the scheduling process becomes much more challenging [11, 12] . Humphrey and Thompson [13] provided usage models for security-driven grid computing, such as authentication, authorization, integrity, and confidentiality. However, the implementation details of a security-driven and fault tolerant scheduler were not specified. In this paper, we focus on how to establish a security-driven and fault tolerant algorithm based on adaptive job replications and how the security-aware algorithm affects the overall performance of the user jobs in grids.
Song et al [14] developed a security-binding scheme through site reputation assessment and trust integration across grid sites. The binding is achieved by periodic exchange of site security information and matchmaking to satisfy user job demands. In this paper, we try to quantify the trustworthiness of resource sites, based on previous security performance data, such as prior success rates of job execution, cumulative site utilization, and intrinsic security attributes of resource sites.
Hwang [15] presented a generic failure detection mechanism and a flexible failure handling framework as a fault tolerant mechanism in grids. They use notification mechanism to transfer failure messages between grid sites. In this paper, our work is partially based on the above notification mechanism. We assume that there is a server to transfer messages between grid sites when jobs failed or successfully completed.
We derive security-aware parallel and independent job scheduling algorithm based on adaptive job replication for risky and failure-prone grid environment. The security-driven algorithm hereby developed can be applied to modify many other existing heuristics or sufferage algorithms.
III. TRUST MODEL AND ADAPTIVE JOB REPLICATION

A. Assumptions
In this paper, we define resource as any capability that can be scheduled, assigned, or controlled by the underlying implementation to assure non-conflicting usage by processes as in [4] . Example of resources includes processors and storage devices. A host or site refers to a PC, cluster, or a supercomputer and the term is used interchangeably. And the terms job, task, and application are used interchangeably to refer to a request made by a user to run a given application with security demand or a given input. The following assumptions are made in this paper:
(1)The applications have been divided into sub tasks and each sub task is independent. This assumption is commonly made in the job scheduling for grid computing (e.g., [3] [4] [5] 9, 10] ).Note that scheduling dependent jobs with sharing files [6] , DAG(Directed Acyclic Graph) topologies [7] ,or precedence constraints [8] can be found in the literature.
(2)The estimates of expected task execution times on each machine in the grid sites are known. The assumption that these estimated expected times are known is commonly made when studying scheduling algorithms for grids [5, 9, 10] . Approaches for doing this estimation include intrinsic and extrinsic factors method [16] , analytic benchmarking [17] , etc.
(3)The execution sequence of tasks on a host is FCFS (First-Come, First-Served).The host executes one task at a time and the task is not preemptive.
(4) The system components may fail and can be eventually recovered from failures. Both hardware and software failures obey the fail-stop [18] failure mode.
(5)Job failures can occur online at any time and the total number of faulty hosts in a given grid environment may never exceed a known percentage. And the sites failures are independent from each other.
(6)When the primary scheduler fails, there are backup schedulers to take over all the work of the primary scheduler.
(7)There is a job table maintained by a server and all the information of running jobs can be queried through this table.
B. Adaptive Job Replication
Let M denote hosts set, The typical attributes that the user cares in determining its security demand include success rate of job executions, data integrity, access control [4, 11] , etc. The trust factors of grid site include site reputation, prior job success rate, firewall, etc. These attributes and their values are dynamically changing and depend heavily on the trust model and security policy. In this paper, we assume that there is a server that collects success rate of job executions, firewall capabilities, grid utilization, and other performance data of the grid sites periodically according to the observed behavior of each resource along the job running. In the initialization of the scheduling, j TL is computed through the performance data mentioned above. Then, j TL is updated periodically with the site operations. This can be achieved by using some network services like NWS (Network Weather Service) [20] and MDS (Monitoring and Discovery System) [21] when scheduling. α , β , and γ change dynamically according to the historical performance data of the sites. TL is computed as following:
We assume that there is a server which collects both i SD and j TL . Then TL can be computed by the scheduler through equation 1 and equation 2.In a real grid, TL can also be maintained by services like MDS [21] .
The security conditions of the grid are reflected by TL . In this paper, we separate the trust level of the grid into five levels: very high, high, medium, low and very low and the range of Fixed-number job replication strategy is not applicable when security level fluctuates or changes frequently. Thus, in this paper, we propose an adaptive replication strategy. The replication number of tasks changes with TL . We observe that when trust level of the grid environment changes from very high to very low, the scheduling performance will achieve best if the number of replication changes from 0 to 4 accordingly. We choose 4 as the maximum number of replications because in our real experiments when the number of replications becomes larger than 4, the system performance degrades heavily.
IV. SECURITY-AWARE AND FAULT TOLERANT SCHEDULING
We first give the following parameters which will be used in the pseudo codes described in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2: (1) replica: the number of task replications. replica is determined by TL .
(2)queue_max: the maximum length of CPU queue on The security-aware parallel and independent job scheduling algorithm is triggered by a scheduling event. When the number of jobs in the job set becomes a fixed maximum number, like 100, we call this a scheduling event. A job and its replications are submitted to the primary scheduler and the backup scheduler respectively. There are two main components of the algorithm which are discussed in the following subsections. Fig.1 is the pseudo codes of the security-aware parallel and independent job scheduling algorithm. schedule the tasks left from the last scheduling. After that, the scheduler chooses a set of replica+1 candidate sites with queue<queue_max and TL>SD for job execution and orders them for an estimate of the job completion time. Here, if the scheduler cannot find replica+1 candidate sites, the algorithm still schedules the job. At the same time, the scheduler reserves a set of hosts equal to the number of unscheduled job replications for future scheduling and execution. When these hosts become available, they notify the scheduler and request the execution of the reserved tasks. If avail<replica+1, the scheduler reserves machines with flag=false. If reservation is not enough, insert the task into the next scheduling tasks set. In our implementation, if avail>replica+1, we choose replica+1 hosts that can complete the jobs fastest and have not been already reserved.
A. Job Scheduling
When the candidate sites are selected, the primary scheduler selects one of the replica+1 hosts as a backup scheduler and sends the identity of the backup scheduler to the candidate sites. The primary scheduler and the backup scheduler communicate periodically in that the backup scheduler takes over the responsibility of the primary scheduler in case the latter fails. The primary scheduler then sends a job replication to each site selected and updates the job table. If all replications of the job have not been scheduled, the primary scheduler monitors the availability of those sites it reserved by listening to them. As soon as one becomes available, the primary scheduler schedules a job replication to the site. If a job is successfully done, the primary scheduler sends termination message to each site it had reserved such that these sites can be used for running later jobs. As in [4] , we introduced a timer-based reservation scheme such that once a remote host offers its resources to execute a job, it will not accept any request from another task until it is released by the scheduler, or the time limit expires, or the job assigned to it completes.
B. Replication Management
Every remote host running a job replication will inform the execution status of the job replication to the primary scheduler periodically. If the primary scheduler receives a job completion message from one of the remote host, it will notify all other remote hosts to stop the execution of the job. In all other cases, the primary scheduler scans the job table periodically to see if some hosts didn't send replication execution report. If a replication failure is detected, an alternative site will be selected. Fig. 2 shows the pseudo codes of the replication management algorithm.
In the case of failures affecting hosts with pending reservations, the host will never be available and will never notify the scheduler, thus the job will be postponed forever. The explanation of this case and more in-depth analysis of failure occurrence in hosts with running and reserved jobs exceed the scope of this paper. Alternatively, we assume that there exists a sever monitoring the heartbeat status of grid sites through notification mechanism [15] . Figure. 2 replication management algorithm First, when a job replication successfully completes, the scheduler informs all sites on which the replication is running to terminate the current execution. Also, any site that has been reserved is notified to cancel the reservation.
The primary scheduler counts the number of active replications and compares it with replica+1. If any replication failed, then the primary scheduler reschedules the replication to hosts with queue<queue_max and TL>SD. If a host is found, a replication will be transferred to the host and both the backup scheduler and the job table will be updated accordingly. However, if no host is available, one of the hosts on which the replication of the job is not running is reserved. When this host becomes available, it notifies the scheduler. If the hosts are not enough to reschedule the failed replications, insert the task into the beginning of the next tasks set.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We use simulations and real workload experiments to study the performance of the security-driven and fault tolerant scheduling algorithm based on adaptive job replication. The common approach to study the performance of a security-driven and fault tolerant scheduling algorithm is to compare it with a nonsecurity-driven or non-fault-tolerant algorithm. As far as we know, there is no adaptive replication based scheduling algorithm proposed or applied in grid environments. Thus we studied and compared the performance of the simple and frequently used heuristics such as Min-min [3] ,TD Sufferage [22] ,R-Min-min [3] ,and DT-Min-min [3] with our algorithm by testing various failure scenarios.
To evaluate the self-adaptive job replication scheduling algorithm, we use the following metrics:
• Makespan: the total running time of all jobs;
• Scheduling success rate: the percentage of jobs successfully completed in the system;
• Grid utilization: defined by the percentage of processing power allocated to user jobs out of total processing power available over all grid sites;
• Average waiting time: the average waiting time spent by a job in the grid.
A. Simulation Results
We first test the performance of our algorithm, named SDFTS, based on SimGrid [23] package. Simulations were run using a large grid instance (i.e., including unreliable low-end grid sites) of approximately 6000 hosts. And the maximum number of hosts is not exceeding 32 per site. The host types are PCs, clusters, and supercomputers. The overall frequency of host types is Zipf-distributed, approximately 0.90, 0.08, 0.02 for PCs, clusters and supercomputers respectively. The computational capacity of hosts is uniformly distributed in the range [100,300] (MFlops) for PCs and clusters, and in [200,600] (MFlops) for supercomputers respectively. We assume that the availability of PCs is most likely in the set of hosts that have a cyclical availability behavior (i.e., shut down routinely) and clusters and supercomputers most likely have a non-cyclical behavior.
We also assume that the hosts fail in a Poisson We compare the relative performance such as makespan, scheduling success rate, grid utilization and average waiting time. The simulation results are shown in Fig.3 to Fig.5 . All the data in the figures are mean values of 15 simulation results, the waiting factor in DT-Minmin heuristics is 0.2, and the number of replication in RMin-min is 2 for all simulations.
B. Performance Comparison
In Fig.3(a) , the makespan of R-Min-min algorithm is the largest because R-Min-min uses fixed-number job replications. More replications will be executed by RMin-min algorithm and thus make the CPU queue longer and eventually the makespan. The reduction of actual task execution makes the makespan of Min-min smaller. SDFTS dynamically changes the number of replications according to the trust level of grid security. Thus the makespan of SDFTS is also relatively small.
In our simulations, a task will be dropped if it couldn't be finished successfully after five times. Thus, the scheduling success rate can't reach to 100%.We observe from Fig.3(b) that SDFTS has the highest scheduling success rate in a real failure-prone grid environment. SDFTS reschedules the tasks whose security demand couldn't be satisfied on the current time when next scheduling event occurs. Thus, SDFTS increases the scheduling success rate significantly. TD-Sufferage discards the tasks whose security demand couldn't be satisfied on the current time, which makes it not applicable in a low trust level grid. Min-min has the lowest scheduling success rate because it schedules tasks once and doesn't reschedule failed tasks.
In Fig.3(c) , DT-Min-min has the highest grid utilization because the delay of waiting is smaller than the execution time of tasks. R-Min-min has the lowest grid utilization because it uses fixed-number job replications and executes more tasks when the grid trust level is high.
In Fig.3 (d) , R-Min-min has the longest average waiting time because it executes excessive task replications. Consequently, R-Min-min makes a significant increase of total execution time and makes the average waiting time longest eventually.
The results in Fig.3 show that no single algorithm achieves the highest performance for all metrics. However, SDFTS exhibits relatively better performance with highest success rate, moderate level of makespan, grid utilization, and average waiting time due to its adaptive job replication scheme. 
A. Scalability and Fault Tolerance
In Fig.4(a) ,SDFTS has the highest scheduling success rate and scales well when the number of tasks increases.
It is due to the adaptive replication execution in a failureprone grid environment. In Fig.4(b) , scheduling success rate increases when the number of hosts increases and scales well for all five algorithms. The reason is that there are more available hosts when the number of hosts increases. SDFTS also has the highest scheduling success rate because of its security-driven feature and adaptive replication execution.
In Fig.4(c) , the makespan increases when the task-host ratio increases for all algorithms. This is because that there becomes hosts-racing problem when the task to host ratio increases. The hosts-racing problem makes the tasks be executed later. However, the makespan of SDFTS doesn't increase dramatically when task-host ratio increases.
The results in Fig.4 show that the SDFTS algorithm has relative higher scalability than others. The results in Fig.5 show that the scheduling success rate decreases slightly when hosts failure rate increases and SDFTS has the highest scheduling success rate than others. Consequently, SDFTS has the best fault tolerance performance. We also observe from Fig.5 that the scheduling success rate decreases more slightly when supercomputer failure rate increases than that of PCs and clusters. This is because that in our simulations the occupation frequency of supercomputer is rather small. Thus, the curve in Fig.5(c) is milder than the other two in Fig.5 .
In summary, SDFTS changes the number of replications dynamically according to the dynamicity of the grid security level. Thus SDFTS is applicable to the grid where the trust level changes frequently and can reduce the number of total job replications. SDFTS reschedules the failed tasks in a failure-prone grid environment which makes the scheduling robust and higher success rate on cost of slightly longer makespan. Moreover, SDFTS scales well in a large grid and it is applicable to security-driven and fault-tolerant scheduling.
II. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have studied scheduling strategies that are of use when minimizing job failures and improving reliability and fault tolerance in grid environments. We have compared makespan, scheduling success rate, grid utilization and average waiting time through different strategies and shown that the task scheduling in a failureprone grid can dramatically be improved by introducing security-driven and fault tolerant scheduling algorithm.
In our simulations, the average successful job scheduling rate is 97%, and average grid utilization is 74%. It is clear that profound changes in system performance, robustness, reliability and scalability can be achieved by security-driven and fault tolerant scheduling algorithm based on adaptive job replications. In addition, the current grid is risky and failure-prone and very few scheduling algorithms are being constructed from a security and fault tolerant perspective.
Note that replication introduces important advantages, sometimes inalienable in grid environments. However, when replication management is employed, then computational aspects and complexities may be changed, otherwise replication can involve in important bottlenecks preventing from the effective realization of the grid system. In this respect, a discussion of complexity issues and results concerning replication management related to SDFTS will be incorporated in the future.
